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In this paper, we review the work carried out on the problems of ranking
and subset selection procedures for populations with censored data. Such
problems arise in various situations such as industrial life testing, medi-
cal studies and biological experiments. Some of the specific situations are
described as under:

1. Components of k types are available and interest is to select the best
component (e.g. the component with largest mean life time ) or we want to
select the t best components 1 < t < k - 1. The data is censored and could
be Type-I, Type-II or random.

2. Possible k therapies of a disease (e.g. cancer, AIDS) are available.
The problem is to select the best therapy when the data on survival times
of patients are available. Similarly, the selection of best drug out of k drugs
available for dissolving kidny stone, when the data of time to dissolve the
stone in patients are censored, is a problem of selection under censoring.

3. There are k different locations in a river with different levels of po-
tential heavy metal contamination at different locations. The interest is to
select a site having least contamination based on the data of certain heavy
metal concentrations in the muscle offish caught from these locations. It is
not possible to measure the concentration below certain level. In this case
the data is Type-1 left censored.

In Section 1, we discuss selection procedures for selecting exponential
population with largest location parameter when the data is either Type-I
or Type II censored. Section 2 contains procedure for selecting exponential
population with largest scale parameter in the presence of Type-II censor-
ing and in Section 3, in the presence of random censoring. In Section 4, we
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briefly discuss other parametric selection procedures in the presence of cen-

soring. Selection Designs for Pilot Studies based on survival, assuming Cox

Proportional Hazard Model, are discussed in Section 5. Section 6 contains a

discussion on nonparametric subset selection procedure for selecting a sub-

set containing the distribution associated with largest location parameter in

the presence of Type-I censoring.

1. Subset selection Procedure for Selecting Exponential Popula-
tion With Largest Location Parameter Based on Type-I and Type-
II Censoring

Following the subset selection approach of Gupta (1956, 1965), Berger and

Kim (1985) proposed subset selection procedure for selecting a subset con-

taining the population associated with the largest location parameter based

on Type-I censored data from k exponential populations. Let Πi,.\.,Πfc

denote k > 2 independent exponential populations with density functions

^ J , x > λ , ,(l)

where θ is assumed to be known; i = l , . . . ,k. Let λ^j < < ^[k] denote

the ordered values of λ i , . . . , λ& and let Π(, ) denote the unknown population

associated with λ^j. Goal is to select a nonempty subset of the k populations

containing U^) . A correct selection (CS), is the selection of any subset

which contains Π(M . Let Xij, j = l , . . . ,n be a random sample of size n from

Hi i = l , ...,k which is subject to Type-I censoring at time T. Observable

data are X*j= min(Xij,T). Let

• = πιιn(Xxl,..,,Λ*n) = mιn(mιn(Λti, . . . ,Λΐ n ),Γ).

It is seen that the set Yi,...,Yjt is sufficient for the problem. The subset

selection procedure say, Λi, proposed by them is:

R\ : Select Πt in the subset if

Yi ^ ΉlCLXKjζkYj — — >

where d = ~d(k, P*, θ, Γ, n) > 0 is chosen so that

and P* G ( j , 1) is specified by the experimenter in advance.

It is seen that infxP^ (CS \R\) is attained when λ^j = = λ^j and the

expression for inf equated to P* gives the solution of d. The authors have

tabulated the values of d for various choices of k, P* and Ώj . The procedure
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has been shown to be monotonic, i.e., if λ, < λj then P[Select Π,|Λi] <

P[Select llj\Rι}. Moreover, if T < λ w or A ^ j <Xk <T ,

lim P[CS\Rι] = 1

and for λ^.j] < min [\k],T],

Urn E[S\Rι] = 1,
n—•<»

where S is the size of the selected subset.
Ofusu (1974) discussed the above problem under Type-II censored data.

In sample of size n from each population, observable from population Π, are
the times of first r, failures with X^ < , . . . , < Xi[ri] as the corresponding
ordered times. The set X\[ι]j..., -X"̂ [il ι s sufficient for the problem and the
procedure say, i?2> suggested is

i?2 select Πt in the subset if

Xi[i] > mαxi<;<A: Xj[ι] - f̂,
where d = d(k, Pm) > 0 is a solution of the equation

Ϊ ['(--')"]•'••
The procedure R2 satisfies the following properties:
(i) it is monotonic (ii) Sup E)L(S\R2) = kP*

(iii) If λμ. !] < X[k] then

/imn_*ooΛ[CS|Λ2] = /<mn-oo^λ

2. Selection Procedures for selecting Largest Scale Parameter of
Exponential Population With Type-II Censored Data

For this problem the indifference and subset selection formulations respec-

tively are due to
(I) Berger and Kim (1985): The selection procedure for selecting expo-

nential populations in terms of scale parameters based on Type-II censored
data under indifference zone approach is as follows:

Let Πi,...,Πfc be k (k > 2) exponential populations such that the pdf
of population Πt is
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whore x > 0 and i = 1,. . . , k.

Let θ[ι] < ... < θ[k] denote the ordered values of 0i, ...,0^. The unknown

population associated with 0β is denoted by Π(t). Under Type-II censoring,

the first r failures from each population are observed. Let these ordered

failures from the population Π, be denoted by Λ^j < ... < Xt[r] , i=l,...,k.

The maximum likelihood estimator of 0t is given by 0; = ^ , where Zx —

Σ j = i Xi\j] + (n — r)X :>] J i e> ^ e total time spent on observing the n items

from population Πt undergoing life testing until rth failure. Note that 0, is

complete and sufficent for 0t and 2|£i. is distributed as χ? 2 r ) . The authors

cosidered the goal to select t, 1 < t < k-1, populations associated with t

largest scale parameters θy] , j = k-t+1, . . . , k. The selection of the subset

containing exactly the t largest scale parameters will be called the correct

selection (CS). The preference zone 0(<S) is defined by

: < δ

where <5(0 < δ < 1) is fixed by the experimenter. Let the ordered values

of Zi be denoted by Z[X] < < Z^j . The procedure, say R3 , defined by

them is

i?3 : Select the t populations associated with Z ^ - t + i ] , . . . , Z^j.

Having specified the values of δ and P* ί 4 τ < P* < 1) the experi-

menter is interested in determining the smallest r to satisfy the requriment

inhei(δ)Pθ_{CS\R3) = P*

which reduces to

(k - 1) / F^"t~1(u)[l - FrtfutfdFriu) = P*, (1)
Jo τ

where

Tables of Gibbons, Olkin and Sobel (1977) can be used to determine the

minimum r satisfying (1). Moreover, it is seen that:

(i) for fixed r, 1 < r < n, lim$_i inf^^ji^[CSIΛ3] = l
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(ii) let n —• oo in such a way that £ —> q G (0,1) then for any θ_εθ{δ)

lim PθJiCS\R3) = 1
π^oo

(II) Huang and Huang (1980): Using the same notations as in Section
2(1) the subset selection procedure proposed, by the authors to select a
subset of k exponential populations containing the one associated with 0[φ
is as follows

R4 : SelectΠ, in the subset if

where c (0 < c < 1) is a positive constant satisfying the probability re-
quirment ( also called the P* condition)

Here CS means that the selected subset contains the best population. It is
seen that (2.2) reduces to

/ ;

The Tables of Gupta (1963) can be used to find c for various values of k, r
and P\

3. Subset Selection Procedure for Exponential Populations Un-
der Random Censoring : Scale Parameters Case

Let the Population Π, has the pdf (2.1), i = l , ...,k. The life times of

n items from population Πt represented by the random variables X{j, are

subject to random censoring by iid random variables YJj with exponential

distribution G(y) = 1 - e^ ,y > 0, j = l , . . . ,n; i = l , . . . ,k. X{j and Y{j are

assumed to be independent . The observable random variables are Ztj =

ί= \
ς _ / 1 iϊXijKYij

0 otherwise.

The data at hand are the independent pairs of random variables (Z t ; ,

6ij). Let

00 if A = o,
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where D{ = £ " = 1 <5t;.Note that £ ? = i Z l ; and D, are jointly sufficient

forfli andΓiisMLEofβ,-.

Kim (1988) proposed the following subset selection procedure, say Λ5,
to select a subset containing the population associated with the largest scale
parameter θ^

Rs : Select Π, in the subset if
T{ > c (maxi&KkTj),

where c = c(fc,n,P*) 6 (0,1) and P* G (£, 1) are prespecified constants such
that

It is interesting to note that the above inίimum of probability of correct

selection is independent of mean life length α of the censoring mechanism.

Unlike usual procedures, here P* can not be arbitrarily prespecified in-

dependent of k. There is dependency between k and P*. If P* is chosen too

high, the rule Λ5 may not be well defined in the sense that the constant c

satisfying the P*-condition may not exist. Rule Rs is well defiend if P* is

specified such that P* < 1 - k"1^ + ΛΓ*^. Upper bound of P* diminishes

as k -» 00 . So if k is large P* has to be fixed quite small. This can be

prevented, of course, by increasing the sample size n. This procedure may

not be most desirable when k is large.

The following Theorem gives the limiting behaviour of Γ, when f- —• 00.

Theorem : Γ, —• X{ in distribution as ψ —• 00, where X{ is a gamma

variate with shape parameter n and scale parameter £ .

The Tables of Gupta (1963), for selecting gamma populations with

largest scale parameter, can be used to find c if ψ is large for all i = l , . . . ,k.

Results are reliable if f- is at least 50 for i = l , ...,k. The monotonicity

property of procedure Λ5 was also established.

4. Other Parametric selection Procedures in the Presence of
Censoring

Kingston arid Patel (1980) have discussed procedures for selecting the

best two parameter Weibull population in the presence of type-II censored

data. The ranking of the populations is done by comparing their reliabilities

at certain fixed time or by comparing their α-th quantiles. The procedures

are based on MLEs and simplified linear estimators of the unknown parame-

ters. In selected cases the selection constants, needed for the implimentation
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of the procedures, are tabulated using Monte Carlo methods.

Gupta and Liang (1993) have discussed a Baycs selection procedure for

selecting the exponential population associated with the largest mean life

among several exponential populations based on Type-I censored data. They

proved the monotonicity of the Bayes selection procedure and an early se-

lection procedure was also proposed.

Abughalous and Bansal (1994) have studied the selection rules of the

population with the smallest scale (hazard rate) parameter using minimax-

ity criterion and Bayes risk principle under the Ό - Γ loss function and a

regret loss function from any one of the gamma, Weibull and exponential

populations with Type-I censored data.

Tseng and Wu (1990) have proposed locally optimal selection rule, un-

der Type-II censoring, to select Weibull populations that are more reliable

than a standard when the shape parameters are known. A modification

of the said selection rule has also been proposed when the unknown shape

parameters have some prior distributions. Chang et. al. (1992) developed

a selection rule for selecting most reliable design for an acclerated life test

using the Arhenius Model for exponential population when the data is Type

II censored.

5. Selection Designs for Pilot Studies Based on Survival

In cancer clinical trials new regimens are typically tested for antitumour

activities in patients with advanced disease. The promising ones are then

compared to the standard treatment in a randomized study, sometimes per-

formed on patients with earlier stage disease. When there are multiple

promising regiments, it may not be possible to compare all of them to the

control group because of the prohibitive sample size and study length re-

quirements. Liu et. al. (1993) proposed a design, assuming Cox regression

model, to select a best treatment based on survival before the randomised

comparison. They presented sample sizes required to attain the probabil-

ity of correct selection of 0.90 using asymptotic results for Weibull survival

distributions with parameters in a range of practical importance. Through

simulation results they concluded that: (i) the asymptotic approximations

to the correct selection probabilities are quite satisfactory and (ii) the pro-

cedure is reasonably robust to the proportional hazard assumption.
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6. A Nonparametric Subset Selection Procedure for Selecting
Largest Location Parameter in the Presence of Typc-1 Censor-
ing

Singh and Gill (1994) have developed a subset selection procedure under

Type-I censoring as explained below :
Let Π i , . . . ,Π* be k (Λ > 2) independent populations and Fx(x) = F(x-

θ{) be the cdf of Π t, where F is an absolutely continuous cdf. Let θ^ < <
0[k] be the ordered values of θ\,..., θk Suppose we have random samples of
sizes Tii,..., τik from the k populations which are subject to Type-I censoring
on the right at time T. Let ILΛ be the population associated with parameter
0[φ i = l , ...,k. Let n[!] < ••• < n[jt] be the ordered values of 7iχ,.. . ,njt.
Uncensored observations from all the k samples are combined and ranked.
Let

Xi = Number of uncensored observations (i.e.< T) in a sample
of size Π{ from population Π, . Note that X, has binomial distribution with
parameters n t and F{{T)

S, = Sum of the ranks of uncensored observations from population
Πt in the combined arrangement,

M = Σf=1 Xi
?

• > • {
τtι if Xi ^ ι

ex)1 if Xi = 0.

Intuitivly higher values of Tt are indicative of higher location parameter

θ{ if T is reasonably large and sample sizes ni, . . . ,n& are also large. Let

Γ(t ) be the value among Γ ;s associated with sample coming from population

Π(t ) with location parameter 0[t j . Let Γμj < . . . < Γ^j be the ordered values

of Γ i , . . . , I* . Their subset selection procedure is

R : Select Πt in the subset if

Let

V 12 no) n(fc)
The following theorem follows from Atkinson and Mount (1994).
Theorem 6.1: Under θλ = = θki as n. -+ oo such that ^ -+ λi,0 <

λt < l,the joint limiting distribution of Zu..., Z*-i is (k-1) variate normal
distribution with mean 0 and correlations
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i,j = l,...,k- l i φ j .

The probability of correct selection is given by

> T[k] - d

\

MN

12 M - + -i-

j <d
\

Let

i + ̂ H
λ [ i]

Ϋ

[2]

Also

min.

1 . 1
(M n [ i ]

i
- 1

Thus by using Theorem 6.1 and Slepian Theorem (refer Slepian 1962),
we have, under θ\ = = θk and for the limiting case (i.e nt -+ oo )
probability of correct selection, PQ[C5], satisfies

where V_ has multivariate normal distribution with mean vector 0 and equal
correlations p.

For a given value of P*, Tables of Gupta, Nagel and Panchapakesan
(1973) can be used to read the value of d, so that P0[CS] > P*.

The procedure suffers from the drawback that in general Po[CS] may
not be the infimum of probability of correct selection, P[CS], (refer Rizvi
and Woodworth 1970).
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For k=3, the authors carried out simulations from Exponential, Weibull
and Gamma populations with different sample sizes and different possible
location parameter configurations. In simulation the selection constants
were taken from the Tables of Gupta et. al. (1973) for some specific values
of P*. The simulated values of P[CS] indicated that inf P[CS] is attained at
θ\ = Θ2 = #3 and that the asymptotic normal approximations to the correct
selection probabilities are quite satisfactory. It is conjectured that for these
life distributions, commonly arrising in Life Testing Models, inf P[CS] is
attained at the equality of location parameters for general k.

As pointed earlier, in general JPO[CSΊΛ] may not be the infimum value
of the probability of correct selection. In order to get rid of this limitation
the authors are attempting to develop a subset selection procedure based
on pairwise ranking of the censored observations. There is lot of scope
for further research in the area of nonparametric selection procedures in
the presence of censoring. No doubt the problems are challenging as the
methodology becomes complicated.
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